BUS LANES ARE ESSENTIAL
FIFTH AVENUE BUSWAY, MANHATTAN

Length: 1.1 miles
Essential Work Sites covered: 16,677
Hospitals/Urgent Care Centers Served: 57
Routes Improved (38): BM1, BM2, BM3, BM4, BM5, BxM3, BxM4, BxM6, BxM7, BxM8, BxM9, BxM10, BxM11, BxM18, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M55, Q32, SIM1C, SIM3, SIM3C, SIM4C, SIM8, SIM8X, SIM10, SIM25, SIM30, SIM31, SIM33C, X27, X28, X37, X38, X64, X68
Estimated Ridership: 108,000 daily weekday riders

The Fifth Avenue Busway project will create a 1.1 mile bus-only corridor between 57th Street and 34th Street, the heart of Midtown, Manhattan. This busway will improve service on 38 local and express bus routes that move 108,000 daily riders through the city’s primary central business district, connecting to more than 16,677 essential work sites, in addition to 57 hospitals and urgent care centers.

For more information, visit www.tstc.org